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 We use ‘may’, ‘might’ and ‘could’ + infinitive to express present or future 

possibility. May expresses a greater degree of certainty

The storm may / might / could happen tomorrow.

 ‘Could’ can be used instead of ‘may’ and ‘might’ with the verb be

He could still be waiting for us.

This could be right.

 ‘Can’ may express general possibility but not with future time reference.

During the flood, people can suffer from starvation, especially from clean water.

 ‘Will’ + bare infinitive can be used when we are certain about something that will 

happen in the future.

There will be a lot of people coming to the graduation ceremony this year.



 ‘Must’ + bare infinitive can be used when we are certain about something that is

true, or is supposed to be like

You have been working for several hours. You must be exhausted.

 Use may not’ and ‘might not’ + bare infinitive to describe things that will 

possibly not happen in the future.

Flood will not happen this year because we have well prepared to handle the big 

amount of rainfalls.

 Use ‘can’t’ + bare infinitive when we are certain that something is not true or 

impossible (usually with be)

You can’t know the result. That’s impossible!

This can’t be the right answer.



 We use ‘may’, ‘might’ and ‘could’ + have + past participle to express 

uncertainty with reference to past actions. 

We haven't heard from him for ten years. He may/might/could have died.

(Perhaps he has died, but we don't know.)

 But we use ‘might’ and ‘could’ + have + past participle when we want to express 

what was possible in the past and what actually happened.

They were very careless when crossing the road. They might/could have died.

(He didn't die.)

I could have caught the bus if I had hurried. (I didn't hurry, so I didn't catch 

the bus.)



 We use ‘can’t’ + have + past participle to express certainty about 

something that was not true.

She hasn’t called me back; she can’t have received my message.

 We use ‘must’ + have + past participle to express certainty about 

something that was true.

It must have been love, but it’s over now.



1. Take an umbrella with you. It __________ rain. 

2. We _______________ go to the cinema this evening. I’m not quite sure yet but we 

still have other things to do. 

3. If you buy a lottery, you ________ have a chance to win.

4. Sam ___________ be abroad because I just saw him this morning.

5. They're coming this week but I don't know which day. This means they______ be coming 

tomorrow.  

6. I’m not sure I’ll pass the exam. I couldn’t do well. I think I _____________ pass it.

7. I’m going shopping with friends but I think I ___________________ buy anything 

because I’m nearly broke.

8. Emma isn’t in her room. She ______ be in the kitchen. I hear someone talking there.

9. Sue __________________ come to the party because she is busy checking homework 

for her lesson.

10. I have a bad cold today. I _____________ go to school tomorrow. I’ll call you if I can go.



1. Where are you going this summer?

I’m not sure. I may_______________________________________________

2. What are you doing this Monday?

I don’t know. I could______________________________________________

3. When will you see your best friend again?

I don’t know. I may not____________________________________________

4. What are you going to have for dinner?

I don’t know. I might _____________________________________________

5. How are you going to get home this evening?

I’m not sure. I might  _____________________________________________



1. Be careful. Steep stairs are ahead. You’ll fall. COULD

If you________________________________________________________

2. You saved my life. I didn’t drown. MIGHT

If you________________________________________________________

3. Nobody saw me come in late and I didn’t get into trouble. COULD

If somebody___________________________________________________

4. What Maria explained wasn’t detailed. We then didn’t believe her. MIGHT

If what Maria __________________________________________________

5. It was lucky you didn’t drop and break the plate. COULD

If you________________________________________________________



6. They soon realized they were lost in the jungle. MUST

They _________________________________________________________ 

7. My friend promised to pick me up at 9:00. It's now 9:45 and I don't see him. MUST

He couldn’t remember our appointment.

He ___________________________________________________________

8. Our daughter promised to clean her room, but it still looks messy. COULDN’T

She___________________________________________________________

9. The two sisters have guilty expressions on their faces. MIGHT

They ________________________________________something naughty.

10. My plants in the pots on the balcony are dead. CAN’T

I guess I gave them enough water.

I ____________________________________________________________



1. Akiko always does really well on exams. She must / can’t study a lot.

2. When I got home, I found the ice cream had melted. It must be / must have been 

too hot in the car.

3. You must have been / must be hungry because you haven't eaten all day,

4. Jeremy couldn't find his bag. He thought he could leave / could have left them 

somewhere.

5. Adina woke up so late! She can miss / might have missed the train!

6. That woman does a lot of shopping. She can’t have / could have a lot of money.

7. He must not / may be able to help you.

8. She must have had / will have to sell all of her belongings to pay her debts.

9. The exam can’t /must not be as easy as you think. 

10. He said that he may / must have go to Italy in June or July.




